The genus of a finite dimensional algebra is the difference between its dimension and the number of elements in a minimal generating set for the algebra. In this paper the classification of finite dimensional Lie algebras of genus one and genus two is accomplished in four steps. First, it is shown that every such algebra is either solvable or contains a simple subalgebra. Second, the algebras containing a simple subalgebra are determined. Third, nonminimal genus one and two Lie algebras are shown to have a one, two dimensional ideal, J, respectively, with genus zero quotient. Fourth, the different possible L module structures for J are analyzed and completely determined except for the genus two index two nilpotent algebras.
The purpose of this paper is to classify and solve the isomorphism problem for finite dimensional Lie algebras of genus 1 and genus 2 over arbitrary fields. The classification problem was attacked for Lie algebras with genus less than three in Bond [1] . The classification obtained was somewhat unsatisfactory for genus 1 and genus 2 algebras because the results were presented by specifying different possible multiplication tables in terms of minimal generating sets for the algebras and therefore provided no ready access to the isomorphism problems. Nevertheless, the classification of genus 1 algebras was fairly short and had interesting consequences and therefore was made the basis of a short paper, which because of the perceptive comments of the referee grew into the present paper.
The concept of genus seems to have originated with Knebelman [5] . He obtained among other results a valid classification of the structure constants for genus 0 and 1 Lie algebras. His paper contains errors, which have been documented in Patterson [8] and Marshall [7] . Wallace [9] has obtained a classification of Lie algebras of dimension four over the complex numbers. It should be remarked that not unlike Wallace, who was unaware of Knebelman's work, the author was unaware of both Wallace's and Knebelman's work until quite recently.
Patterson [8] establishes the most far reaching results. His main theorem for algebras implies an interesting theorem about Lie algebras, (Theorem 2, § 1) which seems to have gone unnoticed.
The author first became aware of the term "genus of a Lie algebra" through [7] . The results obtained in [7] are indirectly related to ours.
Throughout this paper use is made of the results in [2] . It should be pointed out that a minimal set of generators of a finite dimensional algebra is always a weak minimal generating set (a concept particular to [2] ) for the algebra. The converse is false in general. The results needed from [2] are proved under the hypothesis of the existence of weak minimal generating sets with specific properties and hence hold under the stronger hypothesis of the existence of a minimal generating set with the same properties.
The following notation will be in force throughout the paper. L will denote a finite dimensional Lie algebra over an arbitrary field denoted by F. The elements of L will be denoted by small Roman letters and the elements of F by small Greek letters. J(α, 6, c) = 0 will stand for the Jacobi identity Suppose the theorem has been proved for all finite dimensional Lie algebras of genus < k, k a positive integer.
Let L be of minimal dimension among the Lie algebras of genus k.
Suppose the theorem has been proved for all genus k algebras of dimension less than n. and L is at most (k + 2)-step solvable by the induction hypothesis applied to S. If K is not S then K+ Fb = S, F the ground field, with ,δΓC c i? and bs -s in 5. But, KCdl and 6s -s in J, so that KC -0 and 6s = s. There-
and the theorem follows from the induction hypothesis applied to K.
Note that no inequality bounding the genus k by the length of the derived series is possible. Indeed, a metabelian Lie algebra can have any genus greater than one. Let A be a cyclic F [x] module with respect to a linear transformation T of A. Let L = A + Ft and define t-a = T(α), t 2 = 0, αδ = 0, for all a and 6 in A. Then L is 2-generated and hence has genus dim A -1.
Recall that a Lie algebra L is said to be perfect if U = L. The remaining results of this section relate assumptions on the genus of a Lie algebra to simplicity of the algebra. PROPOSITION Proof. There exist α, δ in S generating a 3 dimensional subalgebra.
We state without proof Theorem 1, [8] by E. M. Patterson:
Let A be an algebra of genus k and dimension n over an arbitrary field F. If n ^ 3k + 3 there exist elements a u α 2 , , a k^s of A, with s ^ 2k such that the multiplication in A is given by xy -φ(y)x + ψ(x)y + ΣJί?0*(#, l/) α^» where 9 and Ί/Γ are linear functions, Θ λ are bilinear functions, and α 1? •• ,α A . are generated by α*+i>
If F is not the field (λF(2) the theorem is also true for n = 3fc + 2.
If A is assumed to be a Lie algebra this result implies:
THEOREM 2. Let L be a Lie algebra of genus k and dimension n over an arbitrary field F. If n ^ 3fc -f -4 there exists an ideal J with dim J ^ 2k such that genus LIJ = 0. 1/ F is not the field GF(2), the theorem is true also for n = 3k + 3.
Proof. The multiplication in L is given by xy = Φ{y)x + Ψ(x)y + Σlίί #*(#, ί/)α^, s ^ 2fc, 9 and ^ linear functions, the θ λ bilinear functions, a u •• ,α fc+8 fixed linearly independent elements of L. Suppose further that the a 1 have been chosen so that the number of θ λ Φ 0 is minimal among all such multiplication rules for L.
If x,y and the a λ are linearly independent xy --yx implies φ(x) = -ψ(χ). Then from φ(x + a) = -ψ(x + a) and φ(x) = -ψ(x) conclude by linearity φ(a) = -^(α). Hence φ = -ψ. Take x,y,z and the α^ linearly independent elements of L. Then the identity J(x, y, z) = 0 implies ΣJiί ^(^> 2/) 0(β;) = 0 (the coefficient of 2). Since this sum is zero for any x, y linearly independent of the α's by bilinearity it is zero for all x and y in L.
Suppose for some μ that φ(a μ ) Φ 0. Define Proof. By Patterson, Theorem 2, [8] , the s occurring in the last theorem can be taken equal to zero when k -1.
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The structure of finite dimensional Lie algebras of genus 1 and 2. PROPOSITION 
5.
There are no perfect ^-dimensional Lie algebras over any field F.
Apply Theorem 2, [2] . Either B= K and c is not in U or B = IT + i^> and L 2 c K + i^δc. It remains to show that a 2-generated 4-dimensional Lie algebra cannot be perfect. Let α, 6, ab, and α(α&) be a basis for L and adjust b so that &(α&) is in Fa + i^δ + Fab. Suppose a(a(ab)) = aa + βb + 7αδ + δα(αδ) and 6(α6) (ab) so that the whole multiplication table is determined. Observe L is a Lie algebra if and only if the parameters are so chosen that J (a, ab, a(ab) ) = 0 and J (b, ab, a(ab) 
The first Jacobi identity is equivalent to (1) 
Use 1) to rewrite the coefficient of ab in ab(a(ab)) as -a. Then find that the second Jabobi identity is equivalent to (5) 2/3'τ + oc'δ = 0, (6) OL0 + oίβ + 2τ'(7'/3 -0Ί) = 0, and (7) 2aa r + 2Y(Ya -a'y) = 0. First suppose oί Φ 0. Replace a by a! = α'α + β'δ and obtain with change of notation /S' = 0. Then the equation (5) implies δ = 0 and (4) that β = 0 and hence 6 is not in If.
Second suppose α' = 0. First, we show if char F Φ 2 then a = 0, It would then follow that a is not in L 2 . By (7) art' -0 so that (4) implies a0 = 0, which implies by multiplication of (1) Proof. This theorem is proved by induction on the dimension of L. Every Lie algebra of dimension less than 3 is solvable. Suppose the theorem proved for all Lie algebras of genus k of dimensions ^ n, k fixed.
Let L be an (n + 1)-dimensional genus k Lie algebra containing no simple subalgebras. A minimal ideal / of L is solvable and hence abelian. If L/I is solvable then L is solvable. Otherwise L/Z contains a simple subalgebra T. Let S be the subalgebra generated by the preimage of a minimal generating set of T under the natural map of L onto L/I. S cannot be solvable for it has a nonsolvable homomorphic image. If S Φ L, S, and so L, would have a simple subalgebra. Hence S = L and so T = L/I.
Genus L/I < genus L since the preimage of a minimal generating set of L/I is a generating set of L. Since all genus 0 Lie algebras are solvable the theorem has been proved for fc = 0, 1. If & = 2, dim L/I = 3 by Proposition 2 and Corollary 3. Then dim L = 4 since L is generated by two elements. Thus, by Proposition 5, Ώ Φ L so that L 2 (and hence L) is solvable. The very last argument fails for k = S. For there is a 2-generated 5-dimensional perfect Lie algebra with a 3-dimensional simple quotient algebra. For example: L -S + A, with S the 2 by 2 matrices of trace zero operating on the 2-dimensional underlying vector space of the abelian ideal A. Proof. Suppose 0 Φ x in L -S. Then dim<£, x> = 4. Therefore ζS, x} 2 Φ <£, x) by Proposition 5 and hence equals S. Consider D x on ZΛ Let m(t) and c(ί) denote its minimal and characteristic polynomials, respectively. Then deg m(t) ^ 2, otherwise U would have a 2-generated subspace of dim > 2, contradicting genus L = 1. The classical decomposition of L 2 into cyclic subspaces for D a then contains a 1-dimension subspace. Therefore, a linear factor, t -λ, which divides m(ί). Hence c(ί) -(t -λ) 3 . It follows that L 2 has two eigenvectors for λ, their product cannot be zero since U is perfect and 3-dimensional, hence corresponds to eigenvalue 2λ. Thus λ = 0, x is central. The argument applies to x + a for any a in L 2 , a contradiction. If αc = αα + βb + TC + dab + ^cδ replace α by a + μb and c by c -8b and find to avoid L being 2-generated that ac = #'α + τ'c. By symmetry between a and c it can be supposed that ac = εc, ε = 0 or 1. between the contributions of s(st) and t(st) to Fs 4-Ft and therefore 7 = 0 and Ί f = 0, otherwise S would not be perfect. Therefore since a and ab generate S from (*) it follows that δ = 0 and from (ab)(a(ab)) = 7'αα+7'7αδ + (7'S -γ')α(αδ) that Yδ -y' = 0, which implies 7' = 0. Hence (αδ)(α(αδ)) = 0, contradicting the simplicity of S. Proof. Lemma 1 and Proposition 4 imply a simple genus 2 Lie algebra is at most 5-dimensional. Proposition 5 implies there are no 4-dimensional simple Lie algebras and Proposition 6 that there are no genus 2 5-dimensional simple algebras. Therefore L must contain a simple genus 1 Lie algebra S.
Suppose B is a 5-dimensional subalgebra of L containing S. Then genus B ^ genus L and hence B is not simple. Let 7 be a proper ideal of B of maximal dimension. By Lemma 2 and Proposition 1, I cannot contain S so it follows that B = S + I. S has dimension 3 so that if ΰ = S07 then S would be an ideal of larger dimension than I. This means that I cannot be trivial as an S module and hence I must be abelian since the other 2-dimensional Lie algebra has a solvable derivation algebra. Since S 2 = S the elements of S must operate on I as transformations of trace 0. Considering that S has dimension 3 while I has dimension 2 we see that B is isomorphic to the semi-direct sum of a 2-dimensional abelian Lie algebra V and the Lie algebra of transformation of trace 0 on V.
This being the case the characteristic of F cannot be 2 since then the 2x2 transformations of trace 0 are solvable. 
Suppose L is a finite dimensional Lie algebra with a ά-dimensional ideal / with genus L/J = 0. Then genus L <^ k because if dimL -k elements were to generate L their cosets would generate L/J. It is surprising that conversely nonminimal finite dimensional genus 1 and 2 Lie algebras always have ideals J of dimension 1 and 2, respectively, with genus 0 quotients, except possibly for F -GF(2).
There do exist solvable minimal genus 1 and 2 Lie algebras over some fields without such ideals. Indeed, the construction of metabelian Lie algebras in section one of arbitrarily high genus, provide such an example whenever A can be also taken as an irreducible F[x\-module. This is equivalent to requiring that the characteristic polynomial of T is irreducible.
It has been shown that a genus 1 Lie algebra L, dim 1/^7, had a 1-dimensional ideal J with genus L/J = 0 (Corollary 4). The next theorem shows this to be the case for dim L ^ 4, which is clearly the best possible result, since there are 3-dimensional genus 1 simple Lie algebras over every field. 
b + a*a, so that ac r = c\ otherwise genus <(α, c'> > 1. Therefore C can be taken so that ac -c for all c in C. Suppose 6c = aa + β& + 7ab. Then 6(c + 7α) = aa + β& and therefore α = 0, otherwise genus <c + 7α, &> > 1. Next (α + δ)(c + la) = (c + 7α) -7α + β6 so that β = -7, i.e. 6c = /S(6 -α6). If a(ab) = 76 + δα6 then set c' = c + α6 -(5 -1)6 and conclude from ac' = c' + (7 + δ -1)6 that δ = 1 -7.
Set J = F(b -ab). Then α(δ -αδ) = -7(6 -ab) so that aJaJ. Next, (α6)c = -/3(1 + 7)(6 -αδ) so that cJaJ.
J (a, b, ab . Set α' = α + λc. Then α'δ = αδ -λc, α'(α'δ) = X'a{ab), where V = 1 -λ(7 -7δ 0 ), and α'(α'(α'6) = λ'(7 o +λ7(7 o -7 1 δ o ))α + λ'(7i + λ7(7 0 + 7iδ o ))αδ + λ'(7 2 + λα)α(αδ). Finally, the discriminant of a f , b, a'b, α'(α'δ), α'(α'(α'δ))) with respect to α, δ, αδ, α(αδ), c is λ' 2 λ 2 [(7i -7 2 ) + 2λ7A], which must be zero for all λ in F to avoid genus <α', by = 3. This establishes (2) with the possible exception of F= GF(3) Here 7 0 = 0 and 7A^i = 0. Done unless δ λ = 0, in which case δ 0 = -1. Then λ' = l-2α and 7!-7 0 + 2λ7A = 7i(l-2λ) so that there exists a choice of λ so that 7 0 = 7 X .
The remaining cases are relatively easy. Consider (6 + λc)(α(6 + λc)). Note to avoid c in <α, 6 + λc> the sum of the coefficients of 6, αδ, and α(α6) in the linear expression of the product under consideration must be zero. This implies (4) δ 0 + δ 1 = 0. Hence (5) a c = 0 follows from (3).
Set J = F(b -ab) + F(ab -α(α6)). Then (1) implies α/cJ and (4) implies 6(6 -αδ) is in J, from which it follows 6(α& -a(ab)) - (2) Fa(ab) . If dim C = 1 the proof of this case is complete. If not, suppose c and eZ are linearly independent elements of C, with cd -e + 6', β in C, 6' in 5. Note dim<7> + c, ay and dim <6 + d, α> = 4. Then in order to avoid a reduction to a previous case conclude from (6 + c) d that e is in Fc and from (6 + d) c that β is in Fd. Hence e is zero. If δc = 7 c α(α6) then (α(α&))c = 7 β α(α(α(αδ))). 
Therefore b(cd) = (bc)d -c(bd) = Ύ c (a(ab))d -Ύ d (a(ab

Proof. Suppose ψ is an isomorphism of L onto ψ(L). Then if ψ(μ) is defined by f{x)f{y) = ψ(μ)(ψ(x), f{y))ir{z)
from f{xy) = ψ(μ(x, y)z) = μ(x, y)ψ(z) it follows that μ and ψ(μ) are equivalent.
Conversely, suppose that V = W + Fz is a vector space over F and that μ and μ are two equivalent bilinear forms on V x V, i.e. Proof. If <£>: M 1 -> ikf 2 is an onto isomorphism then I and T a basis of Mi go into I and ςp(T') a basis for ilf 2 . Therefore, T 2 = δT + /S/ implies φ{T) 2 = δφ(T) + βl. If also ^(T) 2 = δ,φ{T) + ^J. Then (3 -δ λ )φ(T) = (^ -/S)J implies δ = δ x and β = β,. Hence to prove the proposition it is only necessary to find a canonical choice for T within M.
μ(x, y) -μ(T(x), T(y)) for a linear transformation T of V. Turn V into an algebra (V, •) over F by xy = //(a;, #)3 and an algebra (V, *) by T(x)*T(y) = μ(T(x), T(y))T(z). Then Γ is an isomorphism of (F, •) onto (V, *) because T(xy) = T(μ(x J y)z) = μ(x, y)T(z) = μ(T(x), T(y))T(z) = T(x)*T(y).
Suppose T 2 = δT + βl. Set S = XT + μl, λ Φ 0. Then S 2 = (λδ + 2μ)S + (/3λ 2 -μxδ -^2)I. If char F = 2 and S = 0 then /S can be adjusted by squares as in the char F Φ 2 case. If δ Φ 0 no allowable choice of λ and μ gives a zero coefficient of S; hence choose X = δ~ι. Then the coefficient of I becomes μ 2 + μ + ^δ" 2 . Here if I and TΊ and / and T 2 were basis for M with δ λ and δ 2 nonzero then there would exist μ ί and μ 2 such that μ\ + μ t + β, = μ\ + μ 2 + β 2 , i.e. μ 2 + μ + β, + & = 0 for μ = μi + μ 2 .
A nilpotent algebra A is said to have index n if A n Φ 0 while A %+1 = 0. A genus 2 index 2 nilpotent Lie algebra can only be decomposed into two nonzero genus 1 Lie algebras. The only decomposition of a genus 1 Lie algebra is the decomposition into its center and an indecomposable genus 1 nilpotent algebra.
The classification and isomorphism of problems for genus 1 nilpotent Lie algebras are both solved by considering the bilinear form introduced in Proposition 8. A generalization of this approach to the genus 2 index 2 nilpotent Lie algebras leads to a solution of the isomorphism problem over some fields, but never to a solution of the classification problem. This point is clarified by introducing the definition: infinite number of reasonable candidates for (*) indecomposable algebras are described by matrices of Figure 1 with
We have not found a calculable property of M invariant under M->DMD\ D a nonsingular matrix with elements in F, which would distinguish indecomposable from decomposable M.
The classical theory of regular pencils of skew symmetric matrices leads to a partial solution of the isomorphism problem for genus 2 index 2 nilpotent Lie algebras. We associate to M the regular pencil of symmetric matrices A = A + XB, where M = v x A + v 2 B and the notation and terminology is that of Gantmacher [3] . Theorem 6 and its corollary, p. 91 and p. 92, vol. II [3] , when applicable to F, give a criterion in terms of the elementary divisors of A. A change in the choice of a basis v u v 2 of U is equivalent to substituting ax + βy for x and ΊX + δy for y, with aδ -βy Φ 0, a, β, y, δ in F. , and hence the isomorphism class of L is determined by rank μ, where μ is defined as in the statement of Proposition 8.
The following situation arises a number of times in the propositions to follow. Therefore it seems best to determine the suitable invariants once and for all.
Let A be an ^-dimensional subspace of a Lie algebra L over a field In this case let is (C, α, b) -(r, s, t, ri) . The solution of the problem of extending an abelian 2-dimensional algebra J by a non-abelian genus 0 algebra is quite complicated. In the next proposition, accordingly, the description of the different algebras which arise is less explicit than those given in Proposition 10. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to derive a similarly explicit list of Lie algebras from the information given in the next proposition. . If y 2 -βy + a were not irreducible L would contain a 2-dimensional ideal with genus 0 quotient.
